Abstract. Laumon moduli spaces are certain smooth closures of the moduli spaces of maps from the projective line to the flag variety of GLn. We construct the action of the Yangian of sln in the cohomology of Laumon spaces by certain natural correspondences. We construct the action of the affine Yangian (two-parametric deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the universal central extension of sln[s ±1 , t]) in the cohomology of the affine version of Laumon spaces. We compute the matrix coefficients of the generators of the affine Yangian in the fixed point basis of cohomology. This basis is an affine analogue of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. The affine analogue of the Gelfand-Tsetlin algebra surjects onto the equivariant cohomology rings of the affine Laumon spaces. The cohomology ring of the moduli space M n,d of torsion free sheaves on the plane, of rank n and second Chern class d, trivialized at infinity, is naturally embedded into the cohomology ring of certain affine Laumon space. It is the image of the center Z of the Yangian of gl n naturally embedded into the affine Yangian. In particular, the first Chern class of the determinant line bundle on M n,d is the image of a noncommutative power sum in Z.
1. Introduction 1.1. This note is a sequel to [6] . The moduli spaces Q d were introduced by G. Laumon in [12] and [13] . They are certain partial compactifications of the moduli spaces of degree d based maps from P 1 to the flag variety B n of GL n . In [6] we have studied the equivariant cohomology ring H
• e T ×C * (Q d ) where T is a Cartan torus of GL n acting naturally on the target B n , and C * acts as "loop rotations" on the source P 1 . The method of [6] was to introduce an action of U (gl n ) on
T ×C * (pt)) by certain natural correspondences, and then to realize the cohomology ring H
• e T ×C * (Q d ) as a certain quotient of the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra G ⊂ U (gl n ).
In this note we adopt the following approach to the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra going back to I. Cherednik. Namely, G is the image of the maximal commutative subalgebra A of the Yangian Y (gl n ) (Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra) under the evaluation homomorphism to U (gl n ) (see [15] ). Composing the evaluation homomorphism Y (gl n ) to U (gl n ) with the action of U (gl n ) on V we obtain an action of Y (gl n ) on V . The main observation of this note is that the "new Drinfeld generators" [4] of Y (sl n ) ⊂ Y (gl n ) act on V by natural correspondences (Theorem 2.15). In fact they are very similar to the correspondences used by M. Varagnolo [22] to construct the action of Yangians in the equivariant cohomology of quiver varieties.
1.2.
There is an affine version of the Laumon spaces, namely the moduli spaces P d of parabolic sheaves on P 1 × P 1 , see [7] . The similar correspondences give rise to the action of the affine Yangian Y (two-parametric deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the universal central extension of sl n [s ±1 , t], see [11] ) on the localized equivariant cohomology
T ×C * ×C * (pt) Frac(H • e T ×C * ×C * (pt)) where the second copy of C * acts by the loop rotation on the second copy of P 1 (Theorem 3.16). We compute explicitly the action of Drinfeld generators of Y in the fixed point basis of M (Theorem 3.17).
Since the fixed point basis of V corresponds to the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis of the universal Verma module over U (gl n ), we propose to call the fixed point basis of M the affine GelfandTsetlin basis. In particular, Conjecture 3.12 asserts that M is isomorphic to the universal Verma module over U ( gl n ). Moreover, we expect that the specialization of the affine Gelfand-Tsetlin basis gives rise to a basis in the integrable gl n -modules (which we also propose to call the affine Gelfand-Tsetlin basis), see Conjecture 3.21. The set of affine Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns has a structure of sl n -crystal of the integrable gl n -module (Theorem 3.22), equivalent to that of cylindric plane partitions [20] . We expect that the action of Y on the integrable gl n -modules coincides with D. Uglov's Yangian action [21] .
1.3. We prove that the maximal commutative subalgebra of Cartan currents A aff ⊂ Y (the affine Gelfand-Tsetlin algebra) surjects onto the cohomology ring of P d (Theorem 4.2). Furthermore, let M n,d denote the moduli space of torsion free sheaves of rank n and second Chern class d, trivialized at infinity. The equivariant cohomology ring H T ×C * ×C * (P d,...,d ). In particular, the first Chern class of the determinant line bundle D 0 on M n,d is expressed as a certain noncommutative symmetric function (a power sum of the second kind, see [9] ) Φ ∈ ZY (gl n ) (Theorem 5.7).
Our results are only proved when n > 2; however we expect them to hold for n = 2 as well, and it is instructive to compare them with the known results for n = 1. In this case M n,d is the Hilbert scheme Hilb d (A 2 ). The first Chern class of the determinant line bundle on Hilb d (A 2 ) was computed by M. Lehn as a certain infinite cubic expression (Calogero-Sutherland operator) of the generators of the Heisenberg algebra acting by correspondences between Hilbert schemes. In our case the role of the Heisenberg algebra is played by U ( gl n ), and we were unable to express c 1 (D 0 ) in terms of U ( gl n ), but there is an explicit formula for it in terms of ZY (gl n ).
Finally, let us mention a trigonometric version of our note where the (affine) Yangian is replaced with the (toroidal) affine quantum group, and the equivariant cohomology is replaced with the equivariant K-theory. This will be the subject of a separate work.
1.4. Acknowledgments. We are obliged to A. I. Molev for the explanations about the Yangian Y (gl n ), to N. Guay for the explanations about his affine Yangian Y , and to A. Okounkov for bringing the references [1] , [3] , [20] to our attention. M. F. is grateful to A. Braverman and A. Kuznetsov who have been teaching him about Laumon spaces for many years. In particular, the construction of the transversal section s in 4.8 is due to A. Kuznetsov. Also, the assignment to describe the cohomology ring of M n,d was given to M.F. by A. Braverman 2. Laumon spaces and sl n -Yangians 2.1. We recall the setup of [6] . Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus zero. We fix a coordinate z on C, and consider the action of C * on C such that v(z) = v −2 z. We have C C * = {0, ∞}. We consider an n-dimensional vector space W with a basis w 1 , . . . , w n . This defines a Cartan torus T ⊂ G = GL n ⊂ Aut(W ). We also consider its 2 n -fold cover, the bigger torus T , acting on W as follows: for T ∋ t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) we have t(w i ) = t 2 i w i . We denote by B the flag variety of G.
2.2.
Given an (n − 1)-tuple of nonnegative integers d = (d 1 , . . . , d n−1 ), we consider the Laumon's quasiflags' space Q d , see [13] , 4.2. It is the moduli space of flags of locally free subsheaves
It is known to be a smooth projective variety of dimension 2d 1 + . . . + 2d n−1 + dim B, see [12] , 2.10.
We consider the following locally closed subvariety
a vector subbundle in a neighbourhood of ∞ ∈ C, and the fiber of W i at ∞ equals the span w 1 , . . . , w i ⊂ W .
It is known to be a smooth quasiprojective variety of dimension 2d 1 + . . . + 2d n−1 .
Fixed points.
The group G×C * acts naturally on Q d , and the group T ×C * acts naturally on Q d . The set of fixed points of T × C * on Q d is finite; we recall its description from [8] , 2.11. [8] , 3.1. In other words, E d,i is the moduli space of flags of locally free sheaves
According to [12] , 2.10, E d,i is a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension 2d 1 + . . . + 2d n−1 + dim B + 1.
We denote by p (resp. q) the natural projection
The correspondence E d,i comes equipped with a natural line bundle L i whose fiber at a point
together with line bundle L i and the natural maps p :
We also have a transposed correspondence
It is a smooth quasiprojective variety of dimension 2d 1 + . . . + 2d n−1 + 1.
We denote by
′ V the direct sum of equivariant (complexified) cohomology:
Here t ⊕ C is the Lie algebra of T × C * . We define as twice the positive generator of H 2 C * (pt, Z). Similarly, we define x i ∈ H 2 e T (pt, Z) in terms of the corresponding one-parametric subgroup.
T ×C * (pt)). 2.8. We denote by U the universal enveloping algebra of gl n over the field C(t ⊕ C). For 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n we denote by E jk ∈ gl n ⊂ U the usual elementary matrix. The standard Chevalley generators are expressed as follows:
(note that e i is represented by a lower triangular matrix). Note also that U is generated by
It acts on the field C(t ⊕ C) as follows: E i,i+1 acts trivially for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and E ii acts by multiplication by −1 x i + i − 1. We define the universal Verma module V over U as U ⊗ U ≤0 C(t ⊕ C). The universal Verma module V is an irreducible U-module.
The grading and the correspondences
give rise to the following operators on V (note that though p is not proper, p * is well defined on the localized equivariant cohomology due to the finiteness of the fixed point sets):
The following theorem is Theorem 2.10 of [6] .
Theorem 2.10. The operators e i = E i+1,i , E ii , f i = E i,i+1 on V defined in 2.9 satisfy the relations in U, i.e. they give rise to the action of U on V . There is a unique isomorphism Ψ of U-modules V and V carrying 1 ∈ H 0 e T ×C * (Q 0 ) ⊂ V to the lowest weight vector 1 ∈ C(t⊕C) ⊂ V. 2.11. Gelfand-Tsetlin basis of the universal Verma module. We will follow the notations of [14] on the Gelfand-Tsetlin bases in representations of gl n . To a collection According to the Thomason localization theorem, restriction to the T × C * -fixed point set induces an isomorphism 
All the other matrix coefficients of e i , f i vanish.
with the following relations:
For a formal variable u we introduce the generating series h k (u) :
We can then rewrite the equations (2, 4) in the following form
2.14. For any 0 ≤ i ≤ n we will denote by W i the tautological i-dimensional vector bundle on Q d × C. By the Künneth formula we have H
For 0 ≤ m ≤ n we introduce the generating series a m (u) with coefficients in the equivariant cohomology ring of Q d as follows:
Let q stand for the character of
We define the line bundle
and L k are isomorphic as line bundles but the equivariant structure of L ′ k is obtained from the equivariant structure of L k by the twist by the character q
We also define the operators
We consider the following generating series of operators on V :
14 satisfy the relations in Y (sl n ), i.e. they give rise to the action of Y (sl n ) on V .
Proof. We identify V with the universal Verma module V via the isomorphism Ψ of Theorem 2.10. We consider the operators
and also A 0 (u) = 1, and A n (u), introduced in [15] 5.3. The explicit formula for the (diagonal) action of A m (u) in the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis {ξ e d } of V is given in Theorem 5.3.4 of [15] . It reads
The explicit formula for the (diagonal) action of a m (u) in the fixed point basis {[ d]} of V is given in the proof of Theorem 3.5 of [6] . Comparing the two formulas we see that the eigenvalues of A m (u) in the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis coincide with the eigenvalues of a m (u) in the fixed point basis. Now Theorem 2.12 implies that Ψ takes a m (u) to A m (u).
Recall that there is another "RTT" presentation of Y (sl n ), see [15] . It is related to the "new Drinfeld presentation" 2.13 by the Drinfeld isomorphism (see [15] 5.3 and 3.1.8):
According to [15] , the operators
arise from an action of Y (sl n ) in the RTT presentation, so the LHS of equations (14, 15, 16) do satisfy the relations (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . So in order to prove the theorem, it remains to check that the isomorphism Ψ takes the generating series of the LHS of (11) (resp. of (12)) to the LHS of (15) (resp. of (16)). We consider the case of
, and all the other matrix coefficients vanish.
On the other hand, the matrix coefficients of A i (u) −1 C i (u) in the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis are computed in Theorem 5.3.4 of [15] . Namely, if d
we can find the matrix coefficients of C i (u), and then of
2 ) by the Lagrange interpolation. The resulting formula coincides with the negative of (17) . Since the isomorphism Ψ takes
|d| ξ e d , the coincidence of the two formulas completes the proof of the theorem.
2.16. We formulate a corollary which will be used in Section 3. For any 0 ≤ m < i ≤ n we will denote by W mi the quotient W i /W m of the tautological vector bundles on Q d × C. Under the Künneth decomposition, for the Chern class c j (W mi ) we have c j (W mi ) =: c
We introduce the generating series a mi (u) :
Proof. Let us denote the RHS of the corollary by h mi (u). We have to prove that h mi (u) = h i (u). Due to the relation (3) we have to check h mi,r+s = [x
. This is done by reduction to the moduli stack Z n introduced in section 3.11 of [2] , absolutely similarly to loc. cit.
Parabolic sheaves and affine Yangians
In this section we generalize the previous results to the affine setting.
3.1. Parabolic sheaves. We recall the setup of section 3 of [2] . Let X be another smooth projective curve of genus zero. We fix a coordinate y on X, and consider the action of
, we say that a parabolic sheaf F • of degree d is an infinite flag of torsion free coherent sheaves of rank n on S : . .
] for any k: the first Chern classes are proportional to the fundamental class of
(e) For −n ≤ k ≤ 0 the sheaf F k is locally free at D ∞ , and the quotient sheaves
are both locally free at the point ∞ C × 0 X ; moreover, the local sections of F k | ∞C×X are those sections of
The fine moduli space P d of degree d parabolic sheaves exists and is a smooth connected quasiprojective variety of dimension 2d 0 + . . . + 2d n−1 .
Fixed points. The group T ×C
* ×C * acts naturally on P d , and its fixed point set is finite. In order to describe it, we recall the well known description of the fixed point set of C * × C * on the Hilbert scheme of (C − ∞ C ) × (X − ∞ X ). Namely, the fixed points are parametrized by the Young diagrams, and for a diagram λ = (λ 0 ≥ λ 1 ≥ . . .) (where λ N = 0 for N ≫ 0) the corresponding fixed point is the ideal J λ = Cy 0 z λ0 ⊕ Cy 1 z λ1 ⊕ . . .. We will view J λ as an ideal in O C×X coinciding with O C×X in a neighbourhood of infinity.
We say λ ⊃ µ if λ i ≥ µ i for any i ≥ 0. We say λ ⊃µ if λ i ≥ µ i+1 for any i ≥ 0. We consider a collection λ = (λ kl ) 1≤k,l≤n of Young diagrams satisfying the following inequalities:
). Given such a collection λ we define a parabolic sheaf F • = F • (λ), or just λ by an abuse of notation, as follows: for 1 ≤ k ≤ n we set (20) F
is a bijection between the set of collections λ satisfying (19) such that d(λ) = d, and the set of
Proof. Evident.
3.4. We will now introduce a different realization of parabolic sheaves, and another parameterization of the fixed point set which is very closely related to this new realization. We first learned of this construction from A. Okounkov, though it is already present in the work of Biswas [1] . Let σ : C × X → C × X denote the map σ(z, y) = (z, y n ), and let G = Z/nZ. Then G acts on C × X by multiplying the coordinate on X with the n−th roots of unity.
A parabolic sheaf F • is completely determined by the flag of sheaves
satisfying conditions a− e above. To F • we can associate a single, G invariant sheafF on C× X:
This sheaf will have to satisfy certain numeric and framing conditions that mimick conditions 3.1.(b)-(e). Conversely, any G invariant sheafF that satisfies those numeric and framing conditions will determine a unique parabolic sheaf.
If F • is a T × C * × C * fixed parabolic sheaf corresponding to a collection λ as in the previous section, then we have
where (λ 1 , ..., λ n ) is a collection of partitions, given by
Here ⌊ k−l n ⌋ stands for the maximal integer smaller than or equal to k−l n . For j ∈ Z, let (j mod n) denote that element of {1, . . . , n} which is congruent to j modulo n. For i ≥ j ∈ Z, if we denote
we obtain a collection (d ij ) = d = d(λ) of non-negative integers with the properties that
For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let us write
Summarizing the above discussion, we have:
is a bijection between the set of collections λ satisfying (19) , and the set D of collections d satisfying (24). We have
By virtue of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 we will parametrize and sometimes denote the
Correspondences. If the collections d and d
′ differ at the only place i ∈ I := Z/nZ, and d
3.7. We denote by ′ M the direct sum of equivariant (complexified) cohomology:
Here ′ is twice the positive generator of H 2 C * (pt, Z) for the second copy of C * . We define
T ×C * ×C * (pt)).
The grading and the correspondences
give rise to the following operators on M (note that though p is not proper, p * is well defined on the localized equivariant cohomology due to the finiteness of the fixed point set of T × C * × C * ):
(25) 
The proof will be given in section 4.22 below.
3.11. Contrary to the case of Laumon spaces (Theorem 2.10), M is not isomorphic to the universal Verma module over sl n . We conjecture that M is isomorphic to the universal Verma module over gl n . Let us introduce some more notations and correspondences in order to formulate the conjecture more precisely. Note that the centre of sl n is spanned by the element C = h 0 + . . .+ h n−1 which acts on M as n + ′ −1 . We denote by H the Heisenberg Lie algebra with generators a i , i ∈ Z, and C ′ , and 3.13. Affine Yangian. Let (a kl ) 1≤k,l≤n = A n−1 stand for the Cartan matrix of sl n . The Yangian Y ( sl n ) is the free C[ ]-algebra generated by x ± k,r , h k,r , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, r ∈ N, with the relations (1-5) where k, l are understood as residues modulo n, so that for instance if k = n then k + 1 = 1.
The affine Yangian Y of type A n−1 is the free C[ , ′ ]-algebra generated by x ± k,r , h k,r , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, r ∈ N with the same relations as in Y ( sl n ) except for relations (2, 4) for the pairs (k, l) = (n, 1), (1, n). These relations are modified as follows. We introduce the shifted generating series h n (u + ′ − n 2 ) =:
Thus we have Y ( sl n ) = Y /( ′ − n 2 ). Note that Y is isomorphic to Y β,λ introduced in [11] Definition 3.3. Indeed, the Yangian Y β,λ is generated by X ± k,r and H ± k,r , satisfying the relations (1,3,5) and some modification of the relations (2,4). These modified relations can be rewritten in terms of the generating series
satisfy the relations (6,7) except that for the pairs (k, l) = (1, n), (n, n − 1) the relations are modified in the following way:
The isomorphism Y → Y β,λ takes to λ, and ′ to nλ 2 − 2β + λ. It is defined on the generating series as
3.14. For any m ≤ i ∈ Z we will denote by W mi the quotient F i /F m of the tautological vector bundles on
Under the Künneth decomposition, for the Chern class c j (W mi ) we have c j (W mi ) =: c
Corollary 3.15. The expression a mi (u+
The proof follows from Corollary 2.17 by reduction to the stack Z N , cf. section 3.11 of [2] .
We will denote by h i (u) the common value of the expressions a mi (u + i−1
2 ). Recall that q stands for the character of
and L k are isomorphic as line bundles but the equivariant structure of L ′ k is obtained from the equivariant structure of L k by the twist by the character q 1−k 2 . For 1 ≤ k ≤ n we consider the following generating series of operators on M :
where 
. Now the relations (28,29,30) follow again from Theorem 2.15 by reduction to the stack Z N , cf. section 3.11 of [2] .
Recall the weights 
note that almost all factors in this product are equal to 1 due to the condition (24));
All the other matrix coefficients of
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.10 and the definition of x ± i,r . The formula for h i (u) follows from the fact that the eigenvalue of
Proof. According to Theorem 3.17, the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra of Y generated by h i,r acts diagonally in the basis {[ d]} with pairwise distinct joint eigenvalues. Therefore it suffices to check the following two things:
(1) for each [ d] there is an index i such that x 3.19. Specialization of Gelfand-Tsetlin base. We fix a positive integer K (a level). We consider an n-tuple µ = (µ 1−n , . . . , µ 0 ) ∈ Z n such that µ 0 + K ≥ µ 1−n ≥ µ 2−n ≥ . . . ≥ µ −1 ≥ µ 0 . We view µ as a dominant (integrable) weight ofĝl n of level K. We extend µ to a nonincreasing sequence µ = ( µ i ) i∈Z setting
We define a subset D(µ) (affine Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns) of the set D of all collections d satisfying the conditions (24) as follows:
We specialize the values of x 1 , . . . , x n , , ′ so that
We define the renormalized vectors
where C e d is the product w∈T e
w of the weights of T × C * × C * in the tangent space to P d at the point d. The explicit formula for the multiset {w} is given in Proposition 4.15 below. Namely, one has to plug d ′ = d into the formula of Proposition 4.15, then expand it as a sum of Laurent monomials in t, q, q ′ with positive integer coefficients, and then replace each monomial
with the corresponding weight
a i x i (with multiplicity given by the corresponding positive integer coefficient).
We define V (µ) as the C-linear span of the vectors ⌊ d⌋ for d ∈ D(µ).
Theorem 3.20. The formulas of Theorem 3.17 give rise to the action of
Proof. It follows from (59) below that for the matrix coefficients in the renormalized basis {⌊ d⌋} we have e i⌊ e d, e Restricting V (µ) to U (ŝl n ) ⊂ Y we obtain the same namedŝl n -module. Recall the embeddinĝ sl n ⊂ĝl n of section 3.11.
Conjecture 3.21. Theŝl n -module V (µ) extends to the irreducible integrableĝl n -module with highest weight µ.
Though we do not know how to define the action of Heisenberg algebra on V (µ), we can prove the following weak version of Conjecture 3.21. Proof. We will use a combinatorial model for integrable sl n -crystals introduced by P. Tingley in [20] , namely, the cylindric plane partitions model of section 4 of loc. cit. We will denote by B µ the set of cylindric plane partitions with boundary µ (loc. cit., Definition 4.6). P. Tingley introduces a structure of sl n -crystal on B µ (section 4.2 of loc. cit.), and proves (Theorem 4.16 of loc. cit.) that this crystal is isomorphic to the sl n -crystal of the irreducible integrablê gl n -module with highest weight µ.
Thus it remains to construct a weight-preserving bijection between D(µ) and B µ (adding a fourth combinatorial model to Tingley's list). Namely, given a cylindric plane partition π ∈ B µ we view it in the three dimensional representation of Figure 13 of loc. cit. We shift the boxes in each row x = x 0 , z = z 0 in y-direction so that the boundary (the infinitely high wall) of π becomes the plane y = 0. We will denote the resulting configuration of boxes by π red . Note that it is not a plane partition anymore: the heights of piles are not necessarily nonincreasing in x-direction, though the heights of piles in y-direction are still nonincreasing. Still we can reconstruct π from π red shifting back by µ in y-direction.
We will denote by π * red the three dimensional picture of π red reflected in the plane z = y. We denote the height of pile of π * red at (x, y) by h(π) x,y . Here x and y are integers, and y is nonnegative. Finally, we set d(π) ij := h(π) −j,i−j . It is easy to see that the condition of π being a cylindric plane partition with boundary µ is equivalent to the condition d(π) ∈ D(µ). Thus we have constructed the desired bijection. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Cohomology rings of affine Laumon spaces

We extend the scalars in the
, and denote the resulting algebra by Y . We define the affine Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra A aff ⊂ Y as the subalgebra generated by all the elements h i,r . In this section we construct a surjective homomorphism from the affine Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra A aff ⊂ Y to the localized equivariant cohomology
T ×C * ×C * (P d ) denote the unit element of the cohomology ring. For a ∈ A aff we set ψ(a) := a(1 d ) (the action of Theorem 3.16).
Theorem 4.2. The homomorphism
The proof occupies the rest of the section.
4.3. First we are going to express the coefficients of a 0i (u) as polynomials in h k,r . Note that a 00 (u) = 1 and
and hence it is sufficient to express a 0i (u) for i = 1, . . . , n. We have
By induction we obtain
Thus it remains to express a 01 (u). From (43) for i = 1 and (45) for i = n, n + 1, we have
For ′ = n this equation uniquely determines a 01 (u).
Remark 4.4. The "critical" value ′ = n corresponds to the specialization of the affine Yangian
. This correspond to the degenerate trigonometric DAHA H 0,c by the Schur-Weyl duality (see [11] ). There is an additional relation on h i (u) for ′ = n, namely,
4.5. Now we are going to express the Künneth components of characteristic classes of the tautological bundles F i on P d × C × X in terms of the coefficients of a 0k (u) (for all k). More precisely, let τ ′ stand for the first Chern class of the line bundle O(1) on X. Then we have
. In order to prove that all the Künneth components just defined are expressible in terms of the coefficients of all a 0k (u), it suffices to do this for just one tautological bundle F 0 .
For an equivariant vector bundle 
For an equivariant vector bundle G on P d × C we spare the reader the bulk of the similar self-explaining notation but just note that we have
The equality (50) makes sense in the equivariant K-groups of P d × C × X and P d × C, so it holds true for any coherent sheaf F on P d × C × X and its (left derived) restriction G to P d × C × 0. Let us take F = F 0 , so that G = W −n,0 , and the RHS of (50) is just a coefficient of the series a −n,0 (u). Note that e
, and e ∞,∞ j (F 0 ) are all equal to the jth elementary symmetric function of the variables x 1 , . . . , x n . Now it is easy to see that the system (47) can be solved over the ring C( , ′ )[x 1 , . . . , x n ] to express the Künneth components
in terms of the coefficients of the series a −n,0 (u) (or equivalently, in terms of the coefficients of the series a 0n (u)).
Now it remains to prove that
loc H
• e T ×C * ×C * (P d ) is generated by the Künneth components of the Chern classes of the tautological bundles F i . By Theorem 2.1 in [5] , it is enough to show that the cohomology class of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ P d × P d is of the form
T ×C * ×C * (P d ) are generated by the Künneth components of the Chern classes of the tautological bundles. The following sections are concerned with proving this fact: we will compute the class [∆] and show that it is of the form (51).
Recall the setup of subsection 3.4, where we realized a parabolic sheaf F • as a single, G = Z/nZ−invariant sheafF. Following [3] , consider the sheaf E on P d × P d , whose fiber above Proof. Since our sheaves are on the surface S, all Ext i groups vanish for i > 2. However, in our particular case we can say more. BecauseF andF ′ have the same trivialization at D ∞ , they have the same first Chern class and thus Hom(F ′ ,F(−D ∞ )) = 0. Moreover, Serre duality implies that Ext
, which vanishes for the same reason. This suggests that instead of Ext 1 one should consider the following functor of sheaves on S:
Then the above discussion implies that
, where χ G denotes the G−invariant part of the vector space in question. Therefore, Corollary 7.9.9 of [10] implies that the dimension of the fibers of E is constant, and therefore E is a vector bundle. The fact that its rank equals 2(d 1 + · · · + d n ) follows from Remark 4.16.
4.8. Now we will construct a regular section of E that vanishes on the diagonal ∆. The following construction was proposed by A. Kuznetsov. For any (
Apply the functor Hom G (F ′ , ·) to the above short exact sequence, and we will obtain the following long exact sequence The zero-locus [∆] is irreducible (since it is isomorphic to P d ), and by Proposition 4.7 its codimension in P d × P d precisely equals the rank of the bundle E. Therefore we have
where k ∈ N is the order of vanishing of the section s at its zero-locus.
Remark 4.10. We conjecture that the section s is regular, and therefore k = 1. However, we will not need this technical result.
4.11. In this section, we will compute the class of E in the T × C * × C * -equivariant K-theory of P d × P d . In the following, we will abuse notation and denote by χ( Proposition 4.12. We have the following equality on K-theory classes:
Remark 4.13. The equivariant K-theory of P d × P d is an algebra over the ring of scalars K 0 := K e T ×C * ×C * (pt). Relation (54) only makes sense in the localized equivariant K-theory algebra, i.e. localized with respect to q − 1 ∈ K 0 .
Proof. By the Thomason localization theorem, restriction to the fixed point locus produces the following isomorphism of vector spaces
Therefore, to prove the equality (54) it is enough to show that equality holds when restricting to every torus fixed point of P d × P d . But the fixed points are isolated, and thus at each fixed point will we just have to check an isomorphism of T × C * × C * −representations. Two representations of a torus are isomorphic if and only if their characters are equal. Thus, we only need to compute the characters of T × C * × C * in the fixed fibers of the left hand side and right hand side of (54), and show that they are equal.
Recall from sections 3.2 and 3.4 that a fixed point ( The computation of the characters we need is based on the following lemma: Lemma 4.14. Let D 0 = C × 0 X and D 1 = 0 C × X. Let us consider two partitions λ, λ ′ and the associated rank 1 torsion free sheaves J λ , J λ ′ on S. Then the torus character of
Plugging this into (57) gives us
where
S (. . . )) is a constant in the K-theory algebra. By the GrothendieckRiemann-Roch theorem applied to the projection map π :
where . . . again denotes a class on S. Each graded piece of the right hand side is precisely a certain polynomial in the Künneth components of the tautological bundle F k . Thus, applying the Chern character to (58), we see that the Chern classes of the bundle
are exterior products of polynomials in the Künneth components of the tautological bundle F k . This is exactly the form we want for the expression in the right hand side of (51). By a similar argument, the Chern classes of χ(
will also be exterior products of polynomials in the Künneth components of the tautological bundles. Now let us look at relation (54). Since q ′ = e ′ , this relation allows us to inductively express the Chern classes of E in terms of the Chern classes of the bundles
More precisely, the Chern classes of E will be polynomials in the Chern classes of the χ bundles (divided by polynomials in the constant ′ , but this is allowed since we tensor all our cohomology rings by C( , ′ )). Therefore the Chern classes of E all have the form in the right hand side of (51). By (53), [∆] will also have that form. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
4.20. In this section, we will use torus character computations as in section 4.11 in order to prove Theorem 3.10. In other words, we want to compute the matrix coefficients of e i , f i in the basis [ d] . By equivariant localization, this comes down to computing the torus character in the tangent spaces to E d,i at the torus fixed points. If we let d Let η : S → S be given by η(x, y) = (x, y n+1 ). Let H = Z/(n + 1)Z, which acts on S = C × X by multiplying X with the roots of unity of order n + 1. As in section 3.4, to any point (F • , F Proof. Embedding the source and the target of η * into their localizations and applying the Localization Theorem, it suffices to check that η is surjective on the sets of torus-fixed points. This is clear. Proof. Straightforward.
Let Φ n (u) = r≥0 Φ n,r u −r−1 = ∂ u log a 0,n (u). This is the noncommutative power sum of the second kind of Gelfand et al. (see [9] and [15] 
In particular, we have Proof. Straightforward.
